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Summary
As part of Supra Institutional Project CSIR, Vide Ref. No. 41/3/EFYP/SIP01/2007 – RDPD dtd 23.03.2009, under 11th Five-Year Plan scheme titled, ‘Design, development, realization and demonstration of multi-terrain and hybrid vehicle systems’, a number of product versions have been developed and field tested. This document presents field trial activities on such versions, exclusively carried out for the inland fishermen with a view to obtain feedback on the systems developed for further improvisation and enable ‘reach’ to the people. The systems demonstrated include: Golden Hamsa, Navilu Dhoni, RajDhoni and Jodi Hamsa. Aam rath and Lal Hamsa product posters were merely displayed during the trials. The trials were carried out during 21-28 June 2012 at Mallaghatta, Kunigal, and Mangala Dam of Tumkur District.
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